
MARKETING 
AUTOMATION



The basis of any good relationship is effective communication. 

It is key to understanding your customer, responding to their needs and 

providing relevant information to your teams.

RELATIONSHIP IS WHAT REALLY MATTERS



Everyone is different

Proper tools make finding common traits to group your patrons very 

easy. Demographics is just the beginning and adding behavioral 

data is essential to building a full picture of each customer.

Their reactions

You will need to be able to track and analyze your patron's 

reactions, in order to improve and fine-tune your campaigns. Knowing 

who opens their email, what voucher was redeemed, as well as 

where and when, will allow you to measure the campaign's success.

Their needs

All you patrons have different needs - some will 

only need a regular a e-mail with the current 

showtimes to trigger a visit to your cinema,

others will need some form of incentive.

Your Customers Require Individual Approach



Provide automated actions that 
will turn into personalized 

communication
Increase your marketing efficiency by replacing high-touch, repetitive manual processes 

with automated solutions that can be created and activated within minutes. 



THIS IS HOW WE DO IT:
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CAMPAIGNS TYPES

Continuous
set the conditions, tune it and it will 

automatically trigger actions all 
year long 

One time
perfect for ad hoc campaigns 
that need to be run once or 

sometimes be repeated



Date
executed every 1st day of each month

New Schedule 
whenever the new schedule of your 
customer’s favorite cinema is released

Membership related
triggered by registration, tier change 
or expiry

Use of voucher 
triggered to those who used selected 
voucher

On Birthday
activated before, on the day, or few days after 
the birthday of your customer

Ticket purchase
activated to those who bought a ticket 
or also scanned it

F&B purchase 
triggered after selected item (or any from 
group) purchase

Reaching points
after reaching specifying number 
of points

CONDITIONS

On Holiday 
Choose between defined holidays. It can 
trigger few days before or after the 
selected event

to trigger continuous type campaigns 



Create a group 
They are created based on statistical and dynamic data filters. Each new filter narrows it down 

and shows you the exact number of recipients.

What is available :

Age Birthday Sex City

Recency / Frequency / 

Monetary (1 – 5)*

Favorite cinema Last visit date Customer since…. 

Membership (loyalty) level Movies seen / not seen Followed movies Favorite cast 

Favorite genres Voucher redemption Item purchase Marketing opt-in/opt-out

Creating a group of customers
They are created based on statistics and behavior conditions. You can add these groups to one 

another, the software will display the updated number of recipients each time your target group 

is narrowed down. Available:



Build the message

Automation does not rule out being personal. You will 

welcome your customer by their name and deliver the 

message they are most likely interested in.

You can use templates and save created message 

as a template for future use.

Add the placeholder to your text or an action to be 

performed. Options available:

❑ First name

❑ Last name

❑ Voucher 

❑ Movie (trailer, 

info, buy ticket)*

❑ Schedule*

*based on and related to customer’s favorite cinema



It's the perfect cinema's segmentation tool 
to help you define your customers in a 
relevant manner. The RFM model is based on 
three quantitative factors:

❑ Recency: How recently a customer has 
made a purchase

❑ Frequency: How often a customer 
makes a purchase

❑ Monetary: How much money a 
customer spends on purchases

Mind the RFM! 
(more details in our POSitive Cinema Loyalty presentation)

RFM algorithm ranks a customer in each of these three categories on a 

scale of 1 to 5 (the higher the number, the better the result). The "best" 

customer would receive a top score in every category - 555.



Track your campaigns

Reminder – Good campaign!                      Free Popcorn - Impresive increase in Frequency . VIP Event – Monetary almost 5. Congratulations!
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Needs improvement if Monetary drop wasn’t planned.



Campaign Insights

The Insights will give you the view of 
the effectiveness of your campaigns



Examples of B2C Marketing Automation 

Reminder emails 

❑ You can remind every DC fan who didn’t see the movie yet 

that this is the last week of WW84 screening 

❑ Patrons with low Recency could be encouraged to visit your 

cinema when offered free popcorn with ticket purchase

Birthday and anniversary

❑ Free popcorn for the birthday

❑ Voucher for free soda for each anniversary 

New restaurant menu

❑ For those who like your restaurant

Special VIP offer

❑ Your VIP could be everyone with RFM in the range 444 – 555 

or the VIP cardholder 

❑ An offer can be a special screening or event invitation, a pre-

premiere screening, an invitation to upgrade to a new VIP 

Loyalty tier, or an Unlimited card special offer 

Survey email

❑ It’s super easy at POSitive Cinema to take actions based on 

received feedback

Newsletter

❑ Create a different newsletter for different groups based on 

the customer’s favorite genre

❑ Send the current schedule every week

Boosting up sales

❑ Send a concessions promo code to a group that comes often 

to see movies BUT does not spend anything on concessions

❑ Find a group of customers that saw Tenet and offer a ticket 

discount if they will buy it for the second time

You’re sitting in the director's chair!



POSitive Cinema Solution uses a central database 

for your entire circuit with all activity detailed in 

artifacts. For this reason, your marketing campaign 

decisions can be extremely precise and effective 

due to the sheer number of historical data touch 

points they are built upon.

Big Data &
Marketing 

Automation



Thank you


